
Emergency preparedness 
at your fingertips

In an emergency, the person first responders want  

to see is the emergency manager -- whether the 

facility is a school, office building, hospital or factory. 

First responders need crucial building information 

to do their job. Equipped with a mobile App rather 

than a flip chart—facility managers can provide 

information instantly, helping to save lives and 

protect property.

Additionally, emergency managers stand as the 

critical link between first responders and building 

occupants. As the emergency liaison, they must 

delegate authority and execute the action plan.

Execution of these tasks without previous 

preparation is difficult. Compound a lack of 

preparedness with the chaos of a disaster, and  

an emergency quickly turns into a catastrophe.

Recovery depends on access to critical  

information and quick action to avoid increased 

damage from a delayed response. And recovery  

is pivotal to the continued operation of the facility.

Even with so much riding on the emergency  

plan, most emergency managers are not properly 

equipped to prepare, respond and recover. 

Save lives. Protect property. Aid recovery.

Key Benefits

• Prepare effectively by implementing

training facility-wide

• Respond collaboratively by improving

coordination with first responders

• Recover quickly by regaining control

and mitigating losses
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- Matt Baker, Facilities Supervisor
City of Wilsonville

The fact that we could access our emergency shut-offs  
in a time of emergency within a few clicks blew us away.

- National Institute of Building Sciences

$1
SAVES

SPENT ON
MITIGATION

$4
IN COSTS LATER
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Access updated life safety information

• Emergency Contacts

• Fire System/Sprinklers

• Training

• Emergency Plans

• Safe Refuge Areas

• Emergency Maps

Building-level information 
for action plans

• Active Shooter

• Bomb Threat

• Fire Emergency

• Shelter-in-Place

• Natural Disaster



Floor plans & Emergency maps

Tap a button to drill down on the most 

current floor plans for every room in the 

building before, during and after renovations.

Mobile and offline access provides facility 

managers and their teams the information 

they need anytime, anywhere.

Easily share floor plans with incident area 

markups, evacuation plans and safe refuge 

areas with first responders.

Shut-offs

In the shut-off view, floor plans and building 

maps are clearly marked with specific locations.

Find shut-offs in seconds by locating them 

within a building map or floor plan. Then, a 

tap of the screen provides instant access to an 

image of the valve for easy identification.

The shut-off view makes it easy for the closest 

team member to mitigate damage and loss.
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“

Collect
and Organize

Onsite 
Capture

Use, Share 
and Update

Our professional services team collects 

documentation by gathering digital 

files and scanning documents. Using 

Machine-Learning, Artificial Intelligence 

and extensive domain knowledge, the 

information is organized, linked and 

loaded into our platform.

Our Professional Services team arrives 

onsite to capture photographics of 

equipment and emergency shutoffs, apply 

QR code stickers, and record the locations 

of emergency equipment. We launch the 

solution with your staff and provide any 

training assistance that might be required.

Your information is always available through 

a mobile app, allowing your team to 

complete more work orders, protect critical 

assets and improve customer service. And 

as your building changes over time and you 

complete renovations or modifications, we’ll 

keep the app up-to-date for you. 

ARC Facilities has pioneered an entirely new category of facility management software: 

Building Plans and Information Management. Designed for mobility and quick access, 

our mobile-first platform puts your plan room in your pocket via an easy-to-use mobile 

app so on-the-go facilities teams can simply click on digital maps, retrieve closeout info, 

identify shut-off locations and equipment details anywhere, anytime. 
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